
Study Guide Level III 

 

Level III – Study Tips 
The information that is on the level 3 test comes from:  

*4-H Horse Science Book (HS),  
*The Storey's Barn Guide to Horse Health Care + First Aid [Spiral-bound].  (SBG) 
*4-H Horses and Horsemanship books(HH)  
*4-H Rule Book -(RB) It can be found on the following site. 
http://pimacountyhorse.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/updatedhorserulesdraft9.11.pdf 
* Extra Help” section attached to this study guide, this contains test information that wasn't presented clearly in the books. (EH) 

 

Level III - Study Guide 
 
III-A  - Health Extended, Diseases, External and Internal Parasites 
__ Study Chapter 11 and 12 in the HS book.   
__ There are several questions on the test from the grey box on page 49 of the HS book. 
__ Know all of the preventative vaccinations horses need. 
__ Know how long the horse should not be ridden after vaccines.  (24 Hours) 
__ Define:   
__ Contagious 
__ Infectious 
__ Nutritionally Balanced Ration 
__ Puncture Wound Treatment 
__ Laminitis 
__ Founder 
__ Routine Vaccinations  HS 49 (Focus on: Eastern and Western Encephalomyelitis, Equine Influenza, 

Rhinopneumonitis, Tetanus)   
__ Acute Laminitis 
__ Parasite 
__ Worming 
__ Mange 
 
__Diseases to focus on in the SBG book page 49.  Memorize the definitions. 
Tetanus 
Eastern and Western Encephalomyelitis  
Equine Influenza 
Potomac Fever 
Strangles 
Rhinopneumonitis 
West Nile 

 
__ Know how to treat open wounds.  Read the SBG book page 106 Types of Wounds.   
__ Study Chapter 14 External Parasites - Know what flies can do (cause dermatitis and other diseases) 
__ Know all about worming on page 59, especially know that you need to consult your vet. 
__ Know FLY SPRAY is DANGEROUS to humans, read the warnings and instructions!  Page 55 Grey Box in the HS 

book. 
__ The West Nile Virus is carried by MOSQUITOS.  Read page 50 in the SBG book 
__ Please MEMORIZE all 7 "Guidelines for Preventing and Minimizing Disease" on page 47 of the SBG book. 
 
III-B -  Anatomy, Function of Digestive System 
__ Read Chapter 7 of the HS book. 
Study:   
__Horse Saliva,  
__Horse inability to belch 
__Stomach Size 
__Horses are NOT Ruminant Animals  
__Cecum 
__Gut Sounds 

http://pimacountyhorse.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/updatedhorserulesdraft9.11.pdf
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__ Be able to fill in the diagram on page 28 in the HS book.  (Know just the names of the anatomy in the chart, you 

don't have to memorize the quarts, gallons or feet.) 
 
III - C - Colic 
__Read Chapter 50 of the HS book.   
Define:  Colic  
__Read the HS Book for all the possible symptoms of colic and what to do about colic.  The SBG book also has an 

informative section on colic, page 76. 
__Know why horses colic from the HS book. 
__Know the ways to prevent Colic from the HS book. 
 
III - D - Fundamentals of Conformation 
This was not totally clear in the books, so please memorize the EXTRA HELP Section.   
__You need to know: Monkey Mouth, Pig Eyed, Parrot Mouth, Goose-Rumped, Dish Face and Roman Nose. 
__You also need to know Pigeon Toed, Splay-footed (Chest Narrow), Calf Kneed, Cow-Hocked, Knock-Kneed and 

Camped Out Behind.   
 
__Use the HS book to study Blemishes and Unsoundnesses.  Chapter 3, page 13.   
 Memorize: Fistula of Withers, Bowed Tendon, Shoe Boil, Bone Spavin, Navicular Disease, Thrush.   
 Know if they are a blemish or unsoundness. 
 
III - E - Tack, Bridle - Western and English, Bits 
__Study Chapter 6 in the HH Book.   
__Study the Extra Help Section and know the bits by sight. 
    Define:   
*Western Split and Slip ear crown piece for WESTERN ONLY. 
*Bridle 
*Headstall 
*Bit 
*Reins 
*Cavesson  - know what it does. 
*Curb Strap 
*Romel Reins 
*English Headstall 
*Western Headstall 
*Browband - What does it do? 
*Tom Thumb Bit, know that it is NOT a snaffle bit. -  This is in the Extra Help Section 
*Snaffle Bit 
__ Know the pieces that are different between the Western Headstall and the English Headstall. 
 
III - F - Trailer Loading 
__Know how to properly load a horse, know how to tie and when to tie to a horse trailer.  
__The Extra Help section has an insert and some common mistakes horse owners make that will be on the test. 
(There are 7 test questions from the insert and Extra Help Section. 
 
III - G- 4H Rules, Horse Eligibility, Dates and Common Misunderstandings 
__ Study pages 3, 12 and 13 in the Rule Book.   
__ The Extra Help Section has some diagrams that you must know for the test. 
__ Hint - Deadline dates are very important to know.  If you miss a deadline you miss the event. 
__ Know - Pivot or Turn on the Forehand.  Memorize the diagram. 
__ Know - Pivot or Turn on the Hindquarters.  Memorize the diagram. 
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Extra Help Section for Level III 
This section covers some information on the tests that was not clearly explained in the books. 
III-A  - Health Extended, Diseases, External and Internal Parasites 
There are 21 questions in this section.  You need to memorize several lists from the SBG book.  Spend a lot of time 
studying this section of the Study Guide. 
 
III - C - Colic 
__ Read the SBG and the HS book Colic sections. 
__ Here are the COMMON signs of Colic.  However, any illness can cause the horse to colic. 
 Restlessness 
 Sweating 
 Kicking at its abdomen 
 Laying down and rolling 
These are NOT signs of colic: 
 Signs of lameness 
 Temperature 
 Constant Whinnying 

 
III - D - Fundamentals of Conformation 
Judging Terms  -  The following are terms you need to use in 4-H judging.  The definitions came from the 4-H Horse 

Judging Guide and the internet.  The test will not have the pictures, so you must know the definitions. 

__ Parrot Mouth:   A parrot mouth is an overbite, where the upper jaw extends further out than the 

lower jaw causing the incisors to not meet properly which causes uneven wear and growth.   This can affect the 

horse's ability to graze.    

__ Monkey Mouth:   A monkey mouth, sow mouth, or bulldog mouth is an underbite, where the lower 

jaw extends further out than the upper jaw. This is less common than parrot mouth. This can affect the horse's 

ability to graze.  

__ Goose Rumped or Steep Croup:    A term applied to horses that taper from the 

hips to the tail-head, displaying peakedness and angularity in the croup.  This condition is often linked to a 

shortened stride.  It is less of a fault for slow moving horses such as draft breeds than for light riding horses.  This 

condition is preferred in some breeds, particularly quarter horses. 
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__ Roman Nose: A convex face, which means the face curves out from EYE to MUZZLE.  Convex faces are 

associated with draft horses, baroque horse breeds and horses from cold regions. This trait likely plays a role in 

warming air as it is inhaled, but may also influence aerobic capacity.  Excessive convex face is bad.  A Roman Nose 

is not attractive in LIGHT horse breeds. 

__ Dish Face:  A concave face, which means the face curves in from EYE to MUZZLE.  Dish faces are associated with 

Arabians and Arabian-influenced breeds, which excel at endurance riding and were originally bred in 

the arid Arabian desert.  An excessively concave face is bad.   

 

 

__ Pig-Eyed:  A horse with pig eyes has unusually small eyes. This is primarily an aesthetic issue, but claimed by 

some to be linked to stubbornness or nervousness, and thought to decrease the horse's visual field. 

Definitions of some conformation abnormalities: 

There are a lot of abnormalities that you should be able to identify for "Judging Competitions," but for the test you can 

focus on these.  This information came from the 4-H Horse Judging Guide.  Study the illustrations on the next page. 

   Pigeon Toed -  A horse that appears to be standing with the aim of the hoof turned toward the center of the body.  Such a 

horse commonly exhibits paddling as a result of this imperfection. 

   Knock-kneed - Horses that stand in at the knees or that are too close at the knees.  Knock-kneed condition is caused by the 

bones of the upper and lower leg not entering and leaving the knee squarely.  Knock-kneed horses, if worked at high speed, 

usually have interference problems. 

   Calf-kneed  -  This condition positions the horse's knees back behind the vertical line bisecting the column of bone.  This condition 

can be viewed from the side.  This condition is extremely serious, because many horses with this condition do not remain sound. 

   Camped Out Behind -  If you draw a straight line from the buttock to the ground, the hind leg (cannon and fetlock) will be 
carried behind the vertical line.  This conformation makes it difficult for the horse to get under himself and the horse has 
trouble with collection.  Horses with this condition exert excessive concussion and stress on their knees, fetlocks, and hoofs. 
They are also prone to develop navicular disease and laminitis. This condition is seen especially in Gaited horses, Morgans, and 
Thoroughbreds. It is difficult to engage the back or haunches, so it is hard to do upper level dressage movements, bascule over 
jumps, or gallop efficiently.  

   Cow-hocked - A horse that stands with the points of the hocks turned inward, while being base-wide and splay-footed at the 
hoofs.  This is an unsoundness only if it is severe.   

"Many times Arabians, Trakehners, and horses of Arabian descent are thought to have cow hocks. But really the fetlocks are in 

alignment beneath the hocks, so they’re not true cow hocks."  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equine_conformation 

   Splay-footed (Chest Narrow) - A condition where the toes of the horse's front legs are pointed out because there is not 
enough room between the front shoulders and the forelegs end up to close together.   This condition causes "winging".  A horse 
with this condition has a harder time carrying a rider's weight.  

  

http://www.extension.org/pages/10223/navicular-disease
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Figures of Conformation Abnormalities -  

__ Always know the ideal of the HORSE BREED you are judging.   

__ Be able to identify these by the picture: Splay-footed (chest narrow), Pigeon Toed, Cow-hocked, Camped 
Out Behind, Calf-kneed, Knock-kneed. 

From the 4-H Judging Guide Book 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Front Legs - Side 

View 
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III - E - Tack, Bridle - Western and English, Bits 
 

__ Know that a Tom Thumb is a curb bit, NOT a snaffle.  One of the biggest problems with it is that many think it is a snaffle because of 
the marketing and use it as a snaffle but that can cause many problems to the poor horse.  Curb bits have shanks and a Tom Thumb has a shank.  It 
is all about LEVERAGE.  Bits that have shanks coming off the bit mouthpiece to create leverage that applies pressure to the poll, chin groove and 
mouth of the horse are in the category of curb bits.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_(horse) 
 

 Direct pressure bits without leverage:  
o Snaffle bit: Uses a bit ring at the mouthpiece to apply direct pressure on the bars, tongue and corner of the mouth.  

 Leverage bits:  
o Curb bit: A bit that uses a type of lever called a shank that puts pressure not only on the mouth, but also on the poll and chin 

groove. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_(horse) 

 
__Memorize the following bits and know them by sight. 

Jointed Mouth Loose Ring Snaffle-Commonly used for training.  

Considered a non-leverage bit. 

 

Bosal Hackamore-usually made of braided rawhide, works by putting 

pressure on the underside of the jaw, the bridge of the nose and the poll. 

 

Western Curb Bit-Has long shanks with a solid mouthpiece with low, medium 

and high ports.  Used in western riding.  

 

 

Kimberwicke-Used in English riding.  A pull on the reins creates a short 

lever action through the rings to the curb chain area. 

 

 

Egg Butt Full Cheek Snaffle-commonly used for training, a non-leverage 

bit. 

 

 

Mechanical Hackamore -has jointed noseband and shanks, but does not have 

a mouthpiece, considered a leverage bit. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_shank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_mouthpiece
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curb_bit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snaffle_bit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_ring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curb_bit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_shank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poll_(livestock)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equine_anatomy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equine_anatomy
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III-F-  Trailer Loading 
 
__ Study the following insert. 
This is from the Colorado Horse Project Manual. 
Trailering or other hauling 
• Always have at least one person help you when trailering. 

• Always stand to one side, never directly behind, when loading or unloading a horse from a 

trailer or truck. 

• Circumstances involved in loading a horse will vary, but the following methods are given in 

order of preference: 

— train the horse so it can be sent or led into the trailer. 

— lead the horse into the left side of a two horse trailer 

while you stand on the right side of the center 

divider, or vice versa. 

— with a front loading trailer, it is least desirable to get 

in front and lead the horse in (never do this without 

an escape door or front exit; even with a door, use 

caution; most are awkward to get through) Also, 

horses have been known to follow the handler out. 

• Be certain the ground area behind and around the truck or trailer affords safe footing before 

loading or unloading. 

• It is safest to remove all equipment (bridles, saddles and so forth) before loading. Use your 

halter. 

• Always speak to a horse in a truck or trailer before you attempt to handle it. 

• If you have trouble loading or unloading, get experienced help. 

• Secure the butt bar or chain before you tie the horse. Use care when you reach for it. Ease it 

down when you unfasten it to avoid bumping the horse’s legs. 

• Always untie a horse before opening the gate or door. 

• Avoid slick floors. Use matting or some type of bedding for secure footing. 

• Check your trailer regularly for the following: 

— rotting or weakened floor boards. 

— rusted and weakened door hinges. 

— broken hitch welds. 

— when serviced, have a competent mechanic check the spring shackles and wheel 

bearings. 

• Be certain the trailer is of adequate construction and meets state requirements for brakes and 

lights. 

• The trailer should have sufficient height to afford a horse ample neck and head room. Remove 

or cover any protruding objects. 

• When you (or an adult) drive, always observe the following: 

— double-check all connections (lights, brakes, hitch and safety chains). 

— be certain all doors are closed and secured. 

— drive carefully. Turns should be made slowly. Start and stop slowly and steadily. 

— look far ahead to avoid emergencies. Drive in a defensive manner. 

— When hauling a stallion with other horses, it is safer to load the stallion first and to 

unload him last. 

• Distribute the weight of the load evenly. When hauling one horse, it is safest to load it on the 

left side of the trailer. 

• Never throw lighted cigarettes or matches from a car or truck window because of the danger of 

fire or of the wind sucking them into the trailer. 

• Check the horse and the trailer hitch at every stop before you continue on. 

• Opinions vary on whether to haul a horse tied or loose. If you tie it, allow sufficient length of 

rope so the horse can move its head for balance. Use a safety release or a quick-release knot. 

• If hauling in a truck or other open carrier, protect the horse’s eyes from wind and foreign 

objects. Use goggles or some type of wind shield. Do not let the horse put its head out a 

window. 
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• Horses are like people; some get motion sickness. Adjust the horse’s feeding schedule to avoid 

travel when the horse is full of feed and water. Feed smaller amounts or avoid feeding grain 

before the trip. 

__ Know these important safety precautions about trailering a horse: 

 Never tie a horse to a trailer that is NOT hitched to a vehicle.  It might fall over if the horse pulls.   

 Never load a horse into a trailer that is NOT hitched to a vehicle. 

 Always use a quick release knot to tie a horse to a trailer. 

 Always make sure the horse cannot tangle itself in the lead rope.  12-18 inches of rope is ideal. 

 Do not tie the reins, use a lead rope. 

 The most useful method of loading a horse is teaching the horse good "Ground Manners". 

 
 
III - G- 4H Rules, Horse Eligibility, Dates and Common Misunderstandings 
__ Memorize these dates: 

 December point show - A horse must be leased/owned  by Oct. 1, and registered by Oct. 15. 
 April Fair point show - A horse must be leased/owned by Feb. 1 and registered by Feb. 15. 
 Pivot or Turn on the Forehand - Memorize the diagram below. 
 Pivot or Turn on the Hindquarters - Memorize the diagram below. 

 
__ Read pages 3, 12 and 13 in the Rule Book you should be able to answer the rest of the 11 questions. 
__ Memorize the diagrams and read the explanations below.   You don't have to memorize anything but the 

diagrams. 

 

Left   Right 

Forehand  Forehand 

Turn on the forehand 

Your horse should be taught to move or hold its hindquarters in response to pressure from your heel or the calf of your leg behind the 

front cinch or girth. This control is very important in backing, side-passing, two tracking, holding the hindquarters on pivots and roll-

backs, and for correct leads. Turning on the forehand is not a forward movement. The horse pivots on the inside foreleg while the hips 

move away from pressure in the opposite direction of the nose. 

Aids - Bend the horse in the direction of the turn (e.g. to the right, horse bent to the right). 

 Apply inside leg on the barrel or girth until hips move away from pressure (e.g. right leg behind girth and left leg balances at 

the girth). Your inside hand asks for the bend while your outside hand balances and prevents forward motion.  

This is what the AQHA Rulebook states: 

 SHW619.1 A turn on the forehand to the right is accomplished by moving haunches to the left. 

 SHW619.2 A forehand turn to the left is accomplished by moving haunches to the right 
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Left Turn on    Right Turn on 

hindquarters    hindquarters 

(Pivot)     (Pivot) 
 

Turn on the hindquarters 

With the turn on the hindquarter, the inside hind foot remains stationary. The forehand moves around the pivot foot with the 

front legs crossing over with each step. The turn on the hindquarters is the basic movement for controlled, smooth, fast turns 

in pivots, roll-backs, pole bending, barrel racing and working cattle. The horse learns to roll back over its hocks. 

Aids 

The inside hand leads the horse into a bend into forward motion, while the outside hand 

controls the bend. Bend the horse’s nose slightly in the direction of the turn. Apply outside leg pressure at the girth or just in 

front of the girth and inside leg pressure at the girth. The rider’s weight should be focused on the horse’s hips and the outside 

seat bone used to encourage the horse’s hips to remain stationary(do not tip or lean your body). 

This movement requires time and patience to execute exactly. Do not except a 360 degree turn immediately but work one 

step at a time, applying pressure and release with each step. It is also important that your horse maintain impulsion, which is 

accomplished by driving the horse’s motion with your seat and legs.You should be able to stop the swing of the hindquarters 

by pressing with your outside leg. This leg cue may not be enough to stop some horses. If this happens, you will need to add 

another cue. When you feel the horse beginning to shift its hindquarters, apply pressure with your outside leg. You must learn 

to feel the movements of your horse through your seat to know what is happening and how to correct any problems. When 

your horse is willing to execute this movement slowly, then you can progress to more advanced movements such as a roll 

back. 

 

This is what the AQHA rule book states: 

 SHW377.4 On turns of greater than 90 degrees, the ideal turn consists of the horse pivoting on the right hind leg while 

stepping across and in front of the right front leg with the left front leg. An exhibitor should not be penalized if their horse 

performs a pivot on the left hind leg, but an exhibitor whose horse performs the pivot correctly should receive more credit. 

 SHW436.4 Turns should be smooth and continuous. When performing a turn on the haunches, the horse should pivot on the 

inside hind leg and step across with the front legs. A rollback is a stop and 180 degree turn over the hocks with no hesitation. 

Backing during turns will be penalized severely. 

 
 
 

 
4-H is run by VOLUNTEERS, so the more people who know and follow the rules, the easier it is for the VOLUNTEERS and the more 
VOLUNTEERS we will have! 
If the test should ask you “is it your responsibility to read the rules and tack appointments for each discipline you compete in?” the 
answer would be Yes! 

Good Luck taking the Level III test.  If you get 80% or better you get a T-SHIRT!  If you get 79% you may re-take the 
test on another test day.  There is not a limit on how many times you can take each test.   Check with your leaders and 
PIMACOUNTYHORSE.ORG for the scheduled test days.  Check with your leaders and PIMACOUNTYHORSE.ORG for the 
scheduled test days.   Bring a couple of pencils and a clipboard.  Bringing a chair and a water bottle would be helpful too. 


